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The Complex Langevin (CL) method to simulate “complex probabilities” ideally produces expectation
values for the observables that converge to a limit equal to the expectation values obtained with the original
complex “probability” measure. The situation may be spoiled in two ways: failure to converge and
convergence to the wrong limit. It was found long ago that “wrong convergence” is caused by boundary
terms; nonconvergence may arise from bad spectral properties of the various evolution operators related to
the CL process. Here, we propose a class of criteria that allow one to rule out boundary terms and at the
same time bad spectrum. Ruling out boundary terms in the equilibrium distribution arising from a CL
simulation implies that the so-called convergence conditions are fulfilled. This in turn has been shown to
guarantee that the expectation values of holomorphic observables are given by complex linear
combinations of expð−SÞ over various integration cycles. If the spectrum is pathological, however, the
CL simulation in general does not reproduce the integral over the desired real cycle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Complex Langevin (CL) stochastic process [1,2]
describes the evolution of a probability distribution on the
complexified configuration space, generated by the Fokker-
Planck (FP) operator LT. The probability distribution is
supposed to converge to an equilibrium distribution, which
reproduces the averages with respect to a complex measure
of a class of holomorphic observables. In the last two
decades, the Complex Langevin method enjoyed renewed
interest, and it has been tested as a proposed solution to the
sign problem in various systems such as the real time
evolution of quantum field theories [3–9], various systems
having nonzero chemical potential [10–13], and condensed
matter systems [14,15]. The introduction of gauge
cooling [16] made simulations possible also in gauge
theories, allowing complex Langevin simulations in
QCD to be carried out [17–23].
The application of the Complex Langevin equation is not

without problems, though. Two possibilities of failure have
been identified: The process may fail to converge, and it

may converge to the wrong limit. Failure to converge may
occur via exponentially increasing expectation values of
certain observables, related to spectrum in the right half
complex plane, or it may occur due to spreading of the
probability measure, creating slowly decaying “skirts.” In
the latter case, expectation values of observables with high
powers become mathematically undefined (thus failing to
converge in practice).
The conservation of probability under the CL process

guarantees a certain trivial stability: Expectation values of
observables that are bounded on the complexified configu-
ration space will remain bounded under the CL process.
This shows that the semigroup generated by FP operator is
bounded on an appropriate (Banach) space, and exponen-
tially growing modes are not present for bounded observ-
ables. Unfortunately, this is irrelevant, as we need to
consider holomorphic observables, which are not bounded
unless they are constant. So, for the study of convergence
and stability, a different mathematical setting is needed.
This is done in the next section.
More serious is the problem of wrong convergence.

This is typically due to the spreading out of the probability
density, leading to slow decay (skirts) of the distribution
and the occurrence of boundary terms, as discussed
in [24,25]. This spreading can be tested by the control
variables introduced in the next section. These are used to
define a general class of criteria for correctness of the CL
results; they are designed to rule out boundary terms, but
they also rule out instability in the form of exponential
or subexponential growth in the evolution of observables.
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The criteria are sufficient, provided certain additional
conditions hold; so, they are not eliminating all possible
failures of the CL method. These limitations as well as open
problems are discussed in the last section.
We check some versions of the criteria numerically for

a simple model of one variable in Sec. III and for a lattice
model in Sec. IV. By direct numerical determination of
the spectrum, it is revealed that violation of the criteria
does not necessarily imply the presence of “bad” spec-
trum. There is a regime in which failure of the criteria
indicate presence of boundary terms and “wrong con-
vergence” of the CL simulations takes place, yet the
direct determination of the spectrum shows absence of
exponentially growing modes. In a simple model, we find
that the appearance of unwanted spectrum is linked to the
Lee-Yang zeroes; the significance of this fact is not yet
entirely clear.
Aword of caution is in order: The spectrum of a formally

defined differential operator depends on the precise defi-
nition of the space on which it operates; likewise, the
relation between the spectrum of an operator and the
behavior of the semigroup it generates may be more subtle
than we are used to from finite dimensions. Some of these
points are addressed in the appendices.
There are, in principle, four possible combinations of

boundary terms or no boundary terms, and bad spectrum or
no bad spectrum (by bad spectrum, we mean eigenvalues
of Lc, the complex Fokker-Planck operator, with positive
real part), we find that, depending on the parameters
chosen, bad spectrum and boundary terms may appear
together, but boundary terms may also appear without bad
spectrum, and, of course, there also is also a regime in
which neither boundary terms nor bad spectrum occur.
So, in the presence of boundary terms, there is always
either wrong convergence or no convergence. Hence, the
absence of boundary terms is a crucial condition for
correctness; the absence of bad spectrum plays only a
subsidiary role. Limitations of this statement, concerning
situations where the absence of boundary terms, while
necessary, is not sufficient for correctness, are discussed
in Sec. V.

II. MATHEMATICAL GENERALITIES

To keep the notation simple, we carry out this discussion
for one variable. The generalization to many variables
requires some care, as discussed in Sec. IV.

A. Notation

We consider complex measures given by a complex
density ρ which is holomorphic and given in terms of an
action as

ρðzÞ ¼ expð−SðzÞÞ: ð1Þ

Expectation values of holomorphic observables observ-
ables O are given by integration over a suitable integration
“cycle” (in the terminology of Witten [26]) γ:

hOðzÞi ¼ 1

Z

Z
γ
ρðzÞOðzÞdz; Z ¼

Z
γ
ρðzÞdz: ð2Þ

The CL equation is

dzðtÞ ¼ KðzÞdtþ dwðtÞ; KðzÞ ¼ ρ0ðzÞ=ρðzÞ ¼ −S0ðzÞ;
Kx ¼ ReK; Ky ¼ ImK; ð3Þ

where dw is the increment of the Wiener process normal-
ized as

hdwðtÞ2i ¼ 2dt: ð4Þ

The evolution of the probability density P on C ¼ R2 is
given by The Fokker-Planck(FP) equation:

∂tPðx;y;tÞ¼LTPðx;y;tÞ; LT ¼∂
2
x−∂xKx−∂yKy: ð5Þ

The evolution of observables is given by the transpose L
of LT

∂tOðx;y;tÞ¼LOðx;y;tÞ; L¼∂
2
xþKx∂xþKy∂y; ð6Þ

which simplifies for holomorphic observables to

∂tOðz; tÞ ¼ LcOðz; tÞ; Lc ¼ ∂
2
z þ KðzÞ∂z: ð7Þ

Formally, these linear evolutions are solved by exponential
semigroups, such as expðtLÞ etc.

B. A trivial fact

We start with a simple fact. Our probability measures on
C≡R2 are given by distributional “densities” Pðx; y; tÞ
on R2, i.e., positive distributions (this includes δ distribu-
tions and L1 functions). We denote the standard (total
variation) norm of measures on R2 by k:k1. For a
probability measure P, we have

kPk1 ¼ 1: ð8Þ

Since expðtLTÞ preserves probability, it is a contraction on
the space of complex measures, i.e., for any complex
density ρ and all t ≥ 0,

k expðtLTÞρk1 ≤ kρk1: ð9Þ

This means in particular that as an operator on L1ðR2Þ,
LT has no unstable (exponentially growing) modes.
More explicitly, this can be seen by noting that the
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Fokker-Planck evolution operator expðtLTÞ has an integral
kernel expðtLTÞðx; y; x0; y0Þ ≥ 0 satisfying

Z
dx0dy0 expðtLTÞðx; y; x0; y0Þ ¼ 1: ð10Þ

Mathematically, the natural space of observables would be
the space of bounded continuous functions, a subspace of
L∞ in C. On this space, expðtLÞ is really the adjoint
(transpose) of expðtLTÞ and
Z

Pðx;y;0ÞðexpðtLÞOÞðx;yÞdxdy≤kOjj∞≡sup
x;y

jOðx;yÞj;

ð11Þ

so the dual semigroup expðtLÞO is again a contraction (i.e.,
has ∞ norm ≤ 1).
Unfortunately, L∞ðR2Þ does not contain any nonconst-

ant holomorphic functions, so clearly the space of observ-
ables has to be enlarged; that requires the space of allowed
measures to be restricted in such a way that all observables
in the enlarged space have well-defined expectation values.

C. Conditions on the space of probability measures

To get a nontrivial space of holomorphic observables,
we have to consider weighted spaces of measures and
observables. We define these spaces in terms of a strictly
positive weight function σðx; yÞ, growing at infinity, using
the norms

kfk1;σ ¼
Z

σðx; yÞjfðx; yÞjdxdy;

kOk∞;σ−1 ¼ sup
x;y

jOðx; yÞ=σðx; yÞj: ð12Þ

By a slight abuse of notation, we denote the space of
complex measures ρ on C with kρk1;σ < ∞ by L1

σ and the
space of observables O with kOk∞;σ−1 < ∞ by L∞

1=σ. Of
course, the space of observables also has to be chosen in
such a way that the evolution operator Lc and the semi-
group expðtLcÞ leave it invariant; this means that we cannot
limit ourselves to a finite dimensional subspace, such as
polynomials up to a given order.
The choice of the weight σ is dictated by the class of

observables we want to consider: It has to be chosen such
that they lie in L∞

σ−1
. In other words, σ has to grow at least as

fast as all the observables we want to consider. We should
also choose σ so that it does not grow too much faster than
the observables in our chosen space because we do not
want it to cause a “false alarm” about slow decay.
For the noncompact case of Rd, the usual set of

observables consists of all polynomials, so we need σ to
grow faster than any power at infinity. Possible choices are

σ1ðx; yÞ ¼ expðαðx2 þ y2Þ1=4Þ; α > 0 ð13Þ

or

σ2ðx; yÞ ¼ expðαðlogð1þ x2 þ y2ÞÞ2Þ; α > 0: ð14Þ

In the following, we use the second choice σ ≡ σ2
with α ¼ 1.
For the case of a compact real configuration space, such

as Uð1Þ, the natural space of observables is spanned by the
exponentials expðinzÞ, which grow exponentially in the
imaginary direction. So, in this case, we need a stronger
than exponential decay in the measure; we may choose, for
instance,

σ3ðx; yÞ ¼ expðjyjαÞ; α > 1; ð15Þ

or

σ4ðx; yÞ ¼ exp ðαjyj logð1þ jyjÞÞ; α > 0: ð16Þ

A similar growth of σ is needed for other compact groups
like SUðNÞ and hence for lattice gauge models.
It is not automatically true that expðtLTÞ is a contraction

from L1
σ to itself; we have to make an assumption

quantifying the necessary decay of the measure evolving
under the CL process:
Assumption A:

kexpðtLTÞPjj1;σ ≤CkPjj1;σ≡Cσ ∀ P∈L1
σ; t≥0; ð17Þ

with a constant Cσ independent of t. Written out, (17) saysZ
Pðx; y; tÞσðx; yÞdxdy ≤ Cσ: ð18Þ

The weight function plays the role of a nonholomorphic
control variable, which is required to have a well-defined and
bounded expectation value under the probability measure P
evolving according to the Fokker-Planck equation.
If the CL process is ergodic, the choice of the initial

distribution Pðx; y; 0Þ does not matter, and we may, for
instance, choose Pðx; y; 0Þ ¼ δðxÞδðyÞ, which is conven-
ient for numerical checks.
Equations (17) or (18) imply����

Z
Pðx; y; tÞOðx; yÞdxdy

���� ≤ CσkOk∞;σ−1 ; ð19Þ

so expectation values of observables will be bounded in
time; i.e., Assumption A implies that there are no expo-
nentially growing modes showing up.
Assumption A is a criterion for correctness: Since it

guarantees strong enough decay on Pðx; y; tÞ, it implies the
absence of boundary terms for the observables in L∞

1=σ .
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Condition A has the following relation to the “drift
criterion” of [27]: The latter can be interpreted as a special
case; it requires the existence of an α > 0 such that
Assumption A is satisfied for the choice σ ¼ σd;α with

σd;αðx; yÞ≡ expðαjKðxþ iyÞjÞ: ð20Þ

This shows that for any polynomial S of higher than
second degree, the drift criterion is stronger than the
versions (13) and (14). In compact cases, the drift grows
exponentially in the noncompact directions, so the con-
trol variable σd;α is again stronger than (15) and (16). It is
in fact stronger than necessary; i.e., it might signal
incorrectness of certain CL results when they are in fact
correct. This has been found to actually occur in some
cases of the one-link Uð1Þ model [28], but it might also
happen for polynomial models.
Failure of Assumption A indicates insufficient deacy of

the probability distribution, i.e., the presence of skirts. It
should not be confused with “runaways,” i.e., breakdown of
the simulation after a finite time; this problem was
eliminated in all cases encountered by the use of adaptive
step size [29].

D. Implications for the spectrum

The Langevin operator L is the formal transpose of LT . It
is the true transpose if and only if there are no boundary
terms. Since Assumption A guarantees the absence of
boundary terms for observables in the appropriate space
L∞
1=σ , we have indeed

Z
Pðx; y; tÞOðx; yÞdxdy ¼

Z
Pðx; y; 0ÞOðx; y; tÞdxdy;

ð21Þ

where Oðx; y; tÞ ¼ ðexpðtLÞOÞðx; yÞ and Pðx; y; tÞ ¼
ðexpðtLTÞPÞðx; yÞ.
Under Assumption A, the left-hand side of (21) is

bounded uniformly in t, so the right-hand side is uniformly
bounded as well; i.e., there are no unstable modes of L
showing up.
In more detail, the argument goes as follows: By

assumption,����
Z

Pðx;y;tÞOðx;yÞdxdy
����≤CkPk1;σkOðx;yÞk∞;1=σ; ð22Þ

choosing now

Pðx; y; 0Þ ¼ δðx − x0Þδðy − y0Þ; ð23Þ

this bounds the left-hand side of (22) by

Cσðx0; y0ÞkOðx; y; 0Þk∞;1=σ: ð24Þ

If there is no boundary term, i.e., (21) holds, we thus find

jOðx0; y0; tÞj ≤ Cσðx0; y0ÞkOðx; y; 0Þk∞;1=σ; ð25Þ

which shows the absence of unlimited growth (exponen-
tially or otherwise) in Oðxþ iy; tÞ.
Restricting L to the subspace of holomorphic functions

in L∞
σ−1

, it can be replaced by Lc due to the Cauchy-
Riemann equations, so under our assumption, Lc as well
can have no unstable modes in this space.

III. QUARTIC MODEL

L. L. Salcedo [30] pointed out that a simple quartic
model sheds light on some problems of the CLmethod. The
model is defined by the action

SðxÞ ¼ λ

4
x4 þm2

2
x2 þ hx; ð26Þ

which we investigate for λ ≥ 0, m2 > 0 and complex h
(below we denote the imaginary part of h with hI),
corresponding to the complex density

ρðxÞ≡ expð−SðxÞÞ: ð27Þ

(Note that a lattice version of this model was studied in [31]
using the Complex Langevin equation.) As remarked
by Salcedo, given λ > 0; m2 ≥ 0, the partition function
ZðhÞ ¼ R

ρðxÞdx vanishes for certain values purely
imaginary of h (so-called Lee-Yang zeroes), leading to
divergent expectation values of xn, whereas the CL
equation does not show anything special at these values;
so, clearly the CL results cannot be correct. This fact is
borne out by numerical studies, which show deviations
between the exact results and the numbers produced by
CL, becoming most dramatic near the Lee-Yang zeroes.
Here, we want to point out that these deviations are linked
to massive failures of Assumption A for Imh larger than
some value hc, so Eq. (25) does not hold there; we expect
boundary terms to occur, and we cannot use the criterion
to rule out spectrum of Lc in the right half plane. In the
next subsection, the spectrum of Lc is directly determined
numerically with the result that the appearance of
unstable modes, while not coinciding with the appearance
of boundary terms, is actually linked to the Lee-Yang
zeroes (see also [31]).
To give a definite meaning to the spectrum of Lc, we

consider it as an operator in the Hilbert space

HS ¼ L2ðR; expð−ReSÞdxÞ: ð28Þ

The spectrum is then the same as the spectrum of
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−H ¼ expð−S=2ÞL expðS=2Þ

¼ ∂
2
x þ

m2

2
þ h2

4
þ
�
3λ

2
þm4

4

�
x2 −

λm2

2
x4 −

λ2

4
x6

þ hm2

2
xþ λh

2
x3; ð29Þ

considered as an operator on

H ¼ L2ðR; dxÞ: ð30Þ

(Maybe it would be more natural to continue working in the
Banach space defined in the previous section, but for spectral
considerations, Hilbert spaces are more convenient.)
We are interested in complex “magnetic fields” h, soH is

a Schrödinger operator with a complex potential.
Let us now consider purely imaginary h:

h ¼ ihI; hI ∈R; ð31Þ

the spectrum of hermitian part ðH þH†Þ=2 now reaches
down to −h2I =4 < 0; in fact,

ψ ð0Þ
0 ðxÞ ¼ expð−ReSðxÞ=2Þ ð32Þ

is an eigenvector of ðH þH†Þ=2 with eigenvalue −h2=4.
This shows that expðtLcÞ is not a contractive semigroup on
HS. However, the numerics presented in the next sub-
section suggests that nevertheless

k expðtLcÞkHS
¼ k expð−tHÞkH ð33Þ

remains bounded for all t > 0, provided hI is small enough.
ψ0 ¼ expð−SðxÞ=2Þ is an eigenvector of −H with eigen-
value 0, and presumably expðtLcÞϕ converges to a multiple

of ψ0 for all ϕ∈HS in this case (see discussion in
Appendix A.)

A. Checking Assumption A

We choose the weight function

σ2ðx; yÞ≡ exp½ðlogð1þ x2 þ y2ÞÞ2�; ð34Þ
this allows one to consider observables in the (Banach)
space defined by the norm

kOðxþ iyÞk∞;1=σ

¼ sup
x;y

jOðxþ iyÞj exp½−ðlogð1þ x2 þ y2ÞÞ2�; ð35Þ

which contains all polynomials in z ¼ xþ iy and which
also lie in the Hilbert space HS (28). For comparison with
the drift criterion, we also consider the weight functions
σd;αðx; yÞ (20) with α0 ¼ 0.1, α1 ¼ 0.5, α2 ¼ 1.0. Note that
all functions σd;α grow like expðαjzj3Þ, much more strongly
than σ.
In Fig. 1, we show the expectation values hσ2it and hσd;αit

(α ¼ 0.1, 0.5, 1.0) under the CL process for short Langevin
times t, for the parameters λ ¼ 1, m2 ¼ 0.1, hI ¼ 1.0. We
see a sharp increase of both quantities starting above t ¼ 1.2;
hσd;1.0it takes off a little earlier than the other expectation
values. This is not surprising considering the stronger growth
for α ¼ 1.0. So, for these parameters, Assumption A is
violated with all choices of the weight function.
We also conclude from Fig. 1 that for the parameters

chosen and t < 1.2, there are no visible boundary terms.
This means that via integration by partsZ

Pðx;y;tÞOðxþ iyÞdxdy¼
Z

Pðx;y;0ÞOðxþ iy;tÞdxdy:

ð36Þ

1

10

100

1000

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4
t

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
t

FIG. 1. hσ2it, hσαit, α ¼ 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 (left) and hz2it, hz4it (right) vs Langevin time t, all averaged over 500,000 trajectories starting at
the origin; parameters λ ¼ 1, m2 ¼ 0.1, h ¼ 1.0i. The horizontal lines give the “correct” equilibrium values.
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Notice that increasing t up to 1.2, the data tend toward the
correct equilibrium values, but before they can reach them,
boundary terms appear and drive the results away from the
correct ones (for hz2i) or make it impossible to determine
them due to huge fluctuations (for hz4i). In other models
[24,25], it was found that for suitable choice of parameters,
there is a “plateau” in t, i.e., an interval in t in which the CL
results were consistent with the correct ones, before the
boundary terms appeared. For the model at hand, this
situation also occurs for smaller values of hI .
The distribution appears for t < 1.2 to decay faster than

1=σ2 and 1=σd;α; for larger t, the decay becomes slower,
probably powerlike, leading to boundary terms and failure
of CL.
It is possible to understand why around t ¼ 1.2, the

character of the CL process changes, and a skirt begins to
show up: since we have no noise in the imaginary (y)
direction, motion in this direction cannot be faster than that
determined by the deterministic equation

ẏ ¼ Ky; Kyðx; yÞ ¼ −m2y − 3λx2yþ λy3 − hI: ð37Þ
The flow pattern of the drift is such that jKyj has the largest
downward size for x ¼ 0; in fact, the solution of (37) will
reach −∞ after a finite time tc. Since we are starting the
process at the origin, for a time t < tc, in the presence of
noise in the x direction, no value lower than y0ðtÞ can be
reached, so Pðx; y; tÞ is supported in a strip y0ðtÞ < y < 0,
and it is well localized in x, so no skirt can arise. tc is
determined from (37) by

tc ¼
Z

−∞

0

dy0

Kyð0; y0Þ
; ð38Þ

for hI ¼ 1, this gives

tc ¼ 1.25125: ð39Þ

In Fig. 2 (left panel), we present equilibrium values for
λ ¼ 1, m2 ¼ 0.1, varying hI from 0 to 1. We show
expectation values of σ2, as well as σd;α (α ¼ 0.1, 0.5,
1.0); in the right panel, we show Rehz2i and Rehz4i as well
as hjzj2i and hjzj4i. We see that hσ2i blows up at hI ¼ 0.25,
while hσd;αi blow up at already at hI ¼ 0.2; hz4i starts
deviating from the exact value around hI ¼ 0.3, whereas
hz2i starts showing already considerable deviation from the
exact value starting at hI ¼ 0.4. At hI ¼ 0.3, the observable
hz4i starts to show increasing errors, while the control
variables show huge values logðhσ2iÞ ≃Oð10 − 100Þ.
We should remark it does not make sense to expect

correctness for low powers and failure for the higher ones
because that would mean failure of the “consistency
conditions” linking different powers (see [32]). This again
shows that it is necessary to work in a space of observables
invariant under Lc and expðtLcÞ.
We should also note that with our choice of purely

imaginary h, the exact values of hzni for n even are
purely real, whereas for n odd, they are purely imagi-
nary. As for the CL values, due to the symmetry x → −x
of the drift force K, this is also true as long as we have
convergence.
We conclude from Fig. 2 that for λ ¼ 1, hI ≤ 0.25 there

are no visible boundary terms; the values of Rehzni agree
within the errors with the exact ones (the same is true for
the imaginary parts), and LT as well as Lc have no spectrum
in the right-hand plane.
It should be noted that the first Lee Yang zero for our

choice λ ¼ 1; m2 ¼ 0.1 is at h1 ≈ 2.52i, so the blowup of
hσi both for finite t (Fig. 1) and for the equilibrium in
Fig. 2 happens for jhIj much smaller than jh1j. This is
because the form of Assumption A we used is sufficient
but not actually necessary to rule out “unstable modes.”
In the next subsection, it is shown by direct numerics
that spectrum in the right half plane only appears for
jhIj > jh1j.

1

10

100

1000

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3
hI

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

1.1

1.2

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
hI

FIG. 2. Equilibrium CL results. Left: hσ2it and hσαit, α ¼ 0.1, 0.5, 1.0 vs. hI ¼ Imh, at Reh ¼ 0. Right: Rehz2i and Rehz4i as well as
hjzj2i and hjzj4i vs. hI ¼ Imh, at Reh ¼ 0; red lines: exact results.
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It is also noteworthy that apparently it does not make
much difference whether one chooses σ2 or one of the σd;α
as control variables as long as α is not too large: The
blowup happens pretty much in the same place for the
different α values, both in t and in h.
However, the simulations, together with the results of the

next subsection, also make manifest that the spectrum in the
left-hand plane alone does not guarantee correctness
because it does not rule out boundary terms. The massive
failure of expectation values hz2i and hz4i long before the
first Lee-Yang zero shows this clearly. We also look at
boundary terms for the observables z and z2; as explained
in [24,25]), they are obtained as

BkðOÞ ¼ lim
C→∞

Z
jzj2≤C

Pðx;y; t¼∞ÞLk
cOðzÞ k¼ 1;2;3;…;

O¼ z and z2: ð40Þ

In Fig. 3, we show the plot of the boundary terms of these
observables. As one observes, the first boundary term of z

seems to be consistent with zero (in the infinite cutoff limit)
for all magnetic fields; however, the second boundary term
is nonzero above hI > 0.5. For the observable z2, already
the first boundary term shows nonzero values above
hI > 0.5. This confirms the assessment made above using
the control variables σ2 and σd;α.

B. Direct determination of the spectrum

In this section, we investigate the spectrum of the Lc
operator for the model (26), given by

Lc ¼ ∂
2
z þ KðzÞ∂z ¼ ∂

2
z − ðm2zþ λz3 þ hÞ∂z: ð41Þ

For the numerical investigation, we used several

bases eðaÞi :

eð1Þn ¼ zn; eð2Þn ¼ zne−z
2

;

eð3Þn ¼ zne−SðzÞ=2; eð4Þn ¼ ΦnðzÞ; ð42Þ
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FIG. 3. The boundary terms in the quartic model (26) for m2 ¼ 0.1, λ ¼ 1 and Reh ¼ 0: the imaginary parts of the first and second
boundary terms of the observable z and the real part of the first boundary term of the observable z2 is shown as a function of the cutoff
C ¼ jzj2, for various hI ¼ Imh values, as indicated.
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where eð1Þn is the monomial basis, and ΦnðzÞ are the
eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian of the corresponding
harmonic oscillator. We truncate these bases using the first
N basis vectors and calculate the spectrum of the resulting
N × N (in general complex) matrix using the QR algorithm
with explicit shifts [33]. The numerical diagonalization
requires the usage of high precision numbers; e.g., at
N ¼ 1024, we use floating point numbers with a mantissa
of 1024 bits to avoid the appearance of spurious eigen-
values due to precision loss.
To transform Lc into the bases given above, one writes,

e.g.,

Oðz; tÞ ¼
X

αnðtÞzne−Az2 ; ð43Þ

where A ¼ 0 gives the monomial base eð1Þ, and A ¼ 1 gives
the base eð2Þ. One than calculates

ð∂zþKðzÞÞ∂zO¼
X
n

αn½nðn−1Þzn−2−4Aznn−2Azn

þ4A2znþ2−m2nzn−λnznþ2−hnzn−1

þ2Am2znþ2þ2Aλznþ4þ2Ahznþ1�e−Az2 :
ð44Þ

Thus, Lc in this basis is given by

ðLcÞnk ¼ ðnþ 2Þðnþ 1Þδnþ2;k − ð4Anþ nm2 þ 2AÞδn;k
þ ð4A2 − ðn − 2Þλþ 2Am2Þδn−2;k þ 2Aλδn−4;k

þ 2Ahδn−1;k þ hðnþ 1Þδnþ1;k: ð45Þ

First we investigated the convergence of the spectrum as
the truncation is improved. At h ¼ 0, the spectrum of Lc is
known to consist of nonpositive real eigenvalues. In Fig. 4,
we show the spectrum of Lc for zero magnetic field for
different truncations in the eð2Þ basis. We observe that

nonreal eigenvalues appear for the truncated matrices;
however, as the truncation is improved, more and more
eigenvalues appear on the real axis, and the converged
eigenvalues are all real (and nonpositive). In principle, the
spectrum of the Lc operator in other bases should converge
to the same eigenvalues, provided the bases are related by a
bounded linear map with a bounded inverse (for more
general basis changes, this may fail; see Appendix A).
The convergence rate (with increasing truncation), however,
may be basis dependent even then. From the bases men-
tioned above, eð2Þ shows by far the fastest convergence rate.
Next we investigate the number of positive real-part

eigenvalues (which make the Lc evolution of some
observables unstable) as a function of the magnetic field
h. At zero real part of the magnetic field, as Imh is
increased, eigenvalues appear with positive real parts. As
observed in Fig. 5, the number of such eigenvalues
increases by one precisely at the Lee-Yang zeroes of
the theory. For higher magnetic field magnitudes, higher
truncation of the Lc operator has to be used for con-
vergence, as observed in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 6, we show the number of eigenvalues with

positive real part as a function of the complex h parameter.
Note that by the Lee-Yang theorem, which applies
here [34,35], zeroes only occur for purely imaginary h.

IV. THE XY MODEL

In this section, we test the proposed control variables
of the correctness criterion for the three dimensional XY
model defined by the action

S ¼ −β
X
x

X2
ν¼0

cos ðϕx − ϕxþν̂ − iμδν;0Þ; ð46Þ

where x represents the space-time coordinate on a 2þ 1
dimensional cubic lattice, xþ ν̂ is the neighboring lattice
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FIG. 4. The spectrum of the Lc operator at λ ¼ 1; m2 ¼ 0.1; h ¼ 0. On the right panel, a part of the spectrum closer to zero is shown.
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point of x in the direction ν, and μ is the chemical potential.
At μ > 0, the action is in general complex, resulting in a
sign problem hindering Monte Carlo simulations of the
theory. This model has been previously investigated using
the CLE in [36] and its boundary terms in [25]. The sign
problem of this model can be solved using the worldline
formulation [37]. To investigate the boundary terms in the
XY model, we first defined the norm NIM ¼ maxxðImϕxÞ2,
where the field configurations satisfyingNIM < C for some
real C enclose the real manifold in a bounded domain.
We than investigate the observable

θðC − NIMÞ
1

N2
sNt

LcS½ϕx� ð47Þ

as a function of the cutoff C. The limiting value for infinite
cutoff gives the value of the boundary term [25]. In
practice, the fluctuations of the observable increase for
large C, so one reads of the value of the boundary term by,
e.g., fitting a constant for large enough C values. In this

case, we simply take the value at the cutoff C ¼ 8, which is
in the asymptotic region for all β values for the parameters
considered here (Ns ¼ Nt ¼ 8; μ ¼ 0.1). It was observed
in [36] that the CLE solution gives within errorbars correct
values in the high β phase of the theory and incorrect results
for small β. In Fig. 7, we show the boundary terms of the
action density as a function of β, confirming this behavior.
We introduce the weight function

σXYðReϕx; ImϕxÞ ¼
1

V

X
x

expðαjImϕxjγÞ; ð48Þ

for the XY model, depending on all of the complexified ϕ
variables on the lattice. As discussed in the previous
sections, this weight function is then used to ascertain
whether the probability distribution of the complexified
process decays fast enough at infinity. Note that σXY has
two parameters α and γ. The precise value of the γ
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parameter is unimportant: As long as it is slightly above 1,
the observable will be able to signal whether a faster than
exponential decay in the probability distribution of ϕx is
present. In Fig. 8, we show the ensemble average of σXY at
various α values and at μ ¼ 0.1. One observes a behavior
consistent with the boundary terms: At small β, large values
and large fluctuations in the observable signal that the
observable gets most of its contribution from the tails of the
distribution, and thus, one should expect incorrect results.
At large β, the values remain small, signaling fast decay and
results consistent with the correct ones. Note that a certain
experimentation with the parameter α is needed here: Using
too small (large) α would mean that the observable is
always small (large), but it seems there is a window of
usable α’s that correctly signal the behavior of the theory.

V. DISCUSSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS

A remaining question is if our Assumption A guarantees
correctness of CL. What we showed here is that they imply
that the spectrum of Lc and LT

c lies in the left half of C, and
there are no boundary terms. However, this is not enough to
guarantee correctness: Already in [38], it was pointed out
that correctness is only guaranteed if also 0 is a simple
(i.e., nondegenerate) eigenvalue of LT

c .
What we can say is the following:
(i) Absence of boundary terms in the equilibrium

measure of CL ensures that the “convergence con-
ditions” (CC) [32] and the Schwinger-Dyson equa-
tions (SDE) are satisfied. This remains true also in
the presence of a kernel.

(ii) As shown in [39], the SDE imply that the expect-
ation values with the equilibrium measure are given
by a complex linear combination of the integrations
over inequivalent integration cycles. If there are
several inequivalent integration cycles, each of them

will represent a zero mode of LT
c (here, we have to

consider LT
c as an operator acting on a space of linear

functionals on the space of observables). Integration
cycles connect different zeroes of ρðzÞ¼ expð−SðzÞ,
which may be finite or infinite, or they wind around
compact directions of the configuration space. The
real (physical) integration cycle is not always re-
produced by CL, but the introduction of a kernel
may remedy this.

(iii) In some cases, the existence of inequivalent inte-
gration cycles is also accompanied by nonergodicity
of the CL process, i.e., the existence of different
equilibrium distributions depending on the starting
point. This will mean that the real Fokker-Planck
operator LT has more than one zero mode. However,
there are also examples where the CL process is
ergodic, yet the eigenvalue 0 of LT

c is degenerate
(see, for instance, the example in [39]).

Examples of the “mixing” of several integration cycles
compromising the correctness of the CL simulations
are plentiful; see, for instance, [39,40], as well as in
Appendix B of [6], where for certain kernels, the spectrum
of Lc is no longer on the left-hand side of the complex
plane (which is signaled correctly by the criterion devel-
oped in this paper), the boundary terms seem to vanish, and
in fact the results can be expressed as a complex linear
combination of the integration cycles [39].
The special case of nonergodicity occurs in simple

models with zeroes in the complex density ρ in [40]. If
ρ has a finite zero on the original real integration cycle,
there are typically at least two inequivalent integration
cycles, starting at that zero and going to infinity in different
directions. More zeroes lead to supplementary cycles
connecting two zeroes. Such cycles also occur in the case
of compact models, connecting two finite zeroes. In fact,
here, it is easy to see that the eigenvalue 0 of LT

c is
degenerate: We may multiply ψ0 ¼ expð−SÞ by the char-
acteristic function of an interval between two zeroes (one of
which may be at infinity), thereby producing a new
eigenfunction of LT

c with eigenvalue 0.
However, ergodicity may also fail in simple quartic

models without finite zeroes, for instance, for

S¼ λ

4
ðz2−ðaþ ibÞ2Þ2; λ¼2:;a¼3:;b¼1:; ð49Þ

where numerics strongly suggests that there are two
different equilibrium distributions [28]. Another example
of apparent nonergodicity is found in Appendix B of [6], in
that case, involving CL with a constant kernel.
In a nonergodic situation, in particular, in the presence

of zeroes of ρ, it may depend on the starting point of CL
which integration cycle or which linear combination of
cycles is represented. For lattice models, it is of course
quite difficult to determine all the possible integration
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function of β, for various α values, at μ ¼ 0.1, measured on an 83

lattice. We used the exponent γ ¼ 1.2 as indicated.
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cycles as well as the linear combination of them repre-
senting the original problem.
To summarize, we have located the main problems of the

Complex Langevin method: first, insufficient decay of the
probability distribution generated by the process, which
leads to boundary terms and spoils the averages. Second,
degeneracy of the zero mode of LT

c , which is related to
inequivalent integration cycles of the theory (this includes
ergodicity problems). The first problem has been thor-
oughly studied both in simple models and in lattice
simulations of realistic models. It can be tested for using
an online measurement; sometimes even correction of the
CL results can be performed [24,25]. In this paper, we have
proposed some diagnostic observables that signal the first
as well as the second problem.
These problems (especially the second one) need further

investigation, probably with the introduction of (field-
dependent) kernels. If a kernel has the effect of forcing
the equilibrium distribution to stay close to the real,
respectively, unitary (physical) manifold, this could alle-
viate the aforementioned problems, and the results will
typically be correct [6–9].
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APPENDIX A: SOME SUBTLE POINTS
CONCERNING THE SPECTRUM OF
NON-SELF-ADJOINT OPERATORS

Since in the 1980’s the CL pioneers Klauder and
Petersen [41] lamented about the … conspicuous absence
of general spectral theorems …, there has been a lot of
research on this issue; several textbooks have appeared,
which deal with the thorny question of the spectrum of
unbounded operators that are not normal operators on a
Hilbert space; see, e.g., [42–44]. There are, however, still
many open problems. We want to mention a few unpleasant
facts showing that the situation is much more subtle than in
the case of normal operators or finite matrices.
(1) The spectrum is not always invariant under sim-

ilarity transformations. A simple example is found
in [44], Example 9.3.200: Consider

L ¼ ∂
2
x þ b∂x on L2ðRÞ: ðA1Þ

By a similarity transformation well-known from CL,
L is transformed into −H

−H ¼ expðbx=2ÞL expð−bx=2Þ ¼ ∂
2
x þ

b2

4
: ðA2Þ

The spectra are easily seen, using Fourier trans-
formation, to be

specðLÞ¼fλ∈Cjλ¼−p2þ ibp;p∈Rg
specð−HÞ¼fλ∈Rjλ¼−p2−b2=4;p∈Rg; ðA3Þ

i.e., a parabola vs a half line.
(2) The fact that the spectrum of L is in the left half

plane does not preclude growth of the semigroup
expðtLÞ, even in the finite dimensional case.
The simplest example is given by L ¼ a†, where

a† is the creation operator of one fermion mode.
The semigroup is expðta†Þ ¼ 1þ ta†, which shows
linear growth, even though

specða†Þ ¼ f0g; specðexpðta†ÞÞ ¼ f1g: ðA4Þ

There are examples of much stronger subexponential
growth, given by Volterrra operators, whose spec-
trum consists again just of the origin.
However, even exponential growth can happen

for an operator whose spectrum lies entirely in the
closed left half plane; see [44], Theorem 8.2.9,
which discusses an infinite matrix example due to
Zabczyk.

(3) It is not true in all generality that the spectrum of
expðtLÞ is given by the exponential of the spectrum
of L. This requires that the so-called spectral
mapping principle holds. A detailed discussion is
given in [42], Ch. 2.

(4) A useful condition is the following:
A closed operator L is called dissipative, if

Reðψ ; LψÞ < 0 ðA5Þ

for all ψ in the domain of definition of L. There is a
theorem, due to Lumer and Phillips [43], Cor. 3.17,
showing that L defines a contractive semigroup;
i.e., k expðtLÞk < 1 ∀ t > 0, if L is dissipative. The
converse is also true; i.e., if L does not satisfy (A5),
expðtLÞ will not be contractive.

(5) Considering our Assumption A, it seems a natural
setting would be in the context of Banach, rather
than Hilbert spaces. In fact, the book by van Neerven
is written that way.

APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE OF NONUNIQUE
Lc EVOLUTION

The real one-pole model in the simplest case is
defined by

ρðxÞ ¼ x2 expð−βx2Þ: ðB1Þ
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The kernel of expðtLcÞ is given in [45] as

expðtLcÞðx; yÞ

¼ 2
y
x
exp

�
β

2
ðx2 − y2Þ

�
expð2βtÞ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β

πð1 − e−4βtÞ

s

× exp

�
−
βðx2 þ y2Þ
2 tanhð2βtÞ

�
exp

�
βxy

expð2βtÞ
�
: ðB2Þ

It is easy to see that this has the unstable eigenmode 1=y
with eigenvalue 2β for Lc, as found in [45]. The initial
value problem

∂tOðz; tÞ ¼ LcOðz; tÞ with Oðz; 0Þ ¼ 1

z
ðB3Þ

thus has the solution

Oðz; tÞ ¼ expð2βtÞ 1
z
: ðB4Þ

This solution is valid for z∈Cnf0g and is jointly analytic
in t, z. As found in [45], the unstable mode is signaled also
by a boundary term.
However, as remarked in the appendix of [45], this

solution is not unique, even in the limit β → 0. A second
solution for β ¼ 0 is

O−1ðz; tÞ ¼
1

z
Erf

�
z

2
ffiffi
t

p
�
; ðB5Þ

for nonzero β, it is

O−1ðz; tÞ ¼
1

z
expð2βtÞErfðcðβ; tÞzÞ; ðB6Þ

with

cðβ; tÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
β expð−4βtÞ
1 − expð−4βtÞ

s
: ðB7Þ

This solution is for t > 0 holomorphic in z∈C, but it
has an essential singularity at t ¼ 0. On closer inspec-
tion, it is seen that as soon as jImzj > jRezj, the
solution blows up as t → 0, so it does not solve the
initial value problem everywhere. It solves it only in
the wedge jImzj < jRezj.
The solution (B5) is correctly represented by the real

Langevin process on the positive or negative real half-axis.
There is no boundary term and no unstable mode.
If we want to simulate the one-pole model on a line

parallel to the real axis, only the first solution can be used.
The CL process then produces a superposition of the
positive and negative half-lines (the coefficients actually
depend on the starting point of the process), as shown
in [39]; the CL process is not ergodic. There is an
unstable mode present, CL produces an incorrect result,
and there is a boundary term at the origin term signaling
incorrectness [45].
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